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Abstract— Increased network lifetime is a desired property of low-powered and energy-
constrained Internet of Things (IoT) devices that are deployed in wireless network
environments. Clustering is used as a technique in multiple solutions to improve overall
network lifetime. Further variants in the clustering process are defined to optimize the
results. One such variant is equal clustering, where all the clusters have the same size.
However, this approach suffers from the issue of nodes closer to the base station (BS)
dying out earlier. As an alternative, unequal clustering is proposed, where clusters
close to the BS are of smaller size; thus, cluster heads (CHs) consume a substantial
proportion of their energy for being acting as data forwarding nodes. In this paper, we
propose an unequal clustering approach with the BS at the center of a circular area.
The size of each cluster is fixed and computed based on the node density of the area.
The number of clusters increases from outwards to inwards towards the BS. The results
show considerable performance gain over selected benchmark works.

Index Terms— unequal clustering, ring clusters, fixed-area clustering

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNET-powered sensing devices have revolutionized
different technology domains. These Internet of Things

(IoT) devices are low-power wireless sensor nodes that are
randomly distributed in an area to monitor various environ-
mental and security parameters. IoT has made possible the
remotely control of heterogeneous networks and is widely
used in industrial applications [1], [3], [34]–[39]. These are
resource-constrained devices that are randomly deployed in
dynamic wireless environments [1]. They are self-organizing,
and transmission is performed in a multihop fashion [2]. The
most critical resource of these devices is battery power that
is directly related to network lifetime. All device operations,
such as self-organization, communication with other nodes,
synchronization and transmission of routing information, are
dependent on battery power [3]. Thus, the design of an energy-
efficient algorithm to increase the lifetime of the network is
of vital importance [4].

However, for short-range sensing devices deployed in a
wider area, collected data cannot be sent to the sink node di-
rectly in a single-hop fashion [5]. Thus, multi-hop communica-
tion requires the development of routing protocols specified for
multihop networks [6], [7]. Initially, the concept of clustering
is used as a solution to overcome network-lifetime problems.
In clustering, the process of Cluster-Head (CH) selection is
important to increase network lifetime for shorter area sizes.
This process considers a variety of parameters such as node
residual battery, degree of connectivity and mobility of nodes
[7]. For larger areas, efficient routing via multiple hops in
networks is also desired [6].

Clustering is a widely discussed solution for the hot-spot

problem in Wireless Sensor Networks. Existing solutions have
three major issues; 1) The process of clustering is dynamic
in which clusters are formed irrespective of distance between
CH and cluster-members (CMs). This causes higher energy
consumption for lower throughput. 2) The method of equal
clustering is adopted without considering that the nodes closer
to Base Station (BS) have dual responsibilities where these
nodes not only have to work as data forwarding nodes of
previous CHs but also data collectors from their own member
nodes. 3) For large area networks, the communication of
CH and BS is performed in multiple hops. Existing solution
consider the process of CH selection independent of routing
solution. This causes hot-spot problem where network area get
disconnected while still having nodes with energy.

Different types of clustering, such as equal and unequal
clustering [16], are considered in different solutions. Equal
clustering creates equal size clusters irrespective of distance
from the BS, whereas in unequal clustering, the size of the
cluster is smallest near the BS and increases as the distance
of the cluster from the BS increases [16]. In equal clustering,
each cluster have same number of nodes and size. During inter-
cluster routing, the nodes in cluster near to BS are overloaded
with data coming from farther node and therefore, die out
quickly and cause hot-spot problem. To handle this problem,
unequal clustering is proposed where the nodes closer to the
BS have smaller size and lesser number of nodes, whereas as
farther clusters have larger number of nodes [16].

Different existing solutions considered clustering and rout-
ing as separate issues without considering equal or unequal
clustering [8]–[15]. These protocols are either based on single-
hop communication with specific percentages of nodes as CHs
[7] or on multi-hop routing [7]. Moreover, the positioning
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of CHs in the network area is random; thus, CHs can be
placed inappropriately, resulting in performance degradation
[10]. Clustering and routing is considered as a single unified
problem in [15]. However, this solution did not solve the
energy-optimization problem through unequal clustering.

The solution proposed in this work treats clustering and
routing as a unified problem using unequal and fixed-area-
based clusters considering position of the BS close to the cen-
ter of the area. After identifying the clusters and CHs, a routing
mechanism is proposed with the provision of a handling fail-
over scenario. This technique reduces the energy consumption
overhead imposed due to fully dynamic clustering and the CH
selection process. The main contributions of this work are as
follows:

1) An energy-efficient unified clustering and routing so-
lution with unequal clustering in Wireless Sensor Net-
works (WSNs). The solution is based on the position of
the nodes in the area and the distance from the BS. For
every fixed-area cluster, the CH is selected based on the
cumulative weights of the residual battery, the centrality
and the connectivity of the node.

2) A routing solution that handles fail-over scenarios by
providing alternative routing paths to any selected CH.

3) The proposed solution is for large-scale WSNs and is
suitable for multi-hop communication among devices
deployed in a wide area.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II elaborates related works in the domain of WSNs; Section
III elaborates the proposed Improved Unequal-Clustering and
Routing protocol (IUCR) for IoT-based WSNs; Section IV
describes the results and analysis and Section V concludes
this work.

II. RELATED WORK

Unbalanced energy consumption and optimizing network
lifetime considered as major research problems in different
recent studies [5]–[7], [10]–[14]. For solving a hot-spot prob-
lem, a virtual force (gravitation and repulsion) is proposed in
[11]. This algorithm distributes nodes uniformly using these
forces. The BS is positioned at the center and multiple equal-
width circular regions (annuluses) are formed around it. The
concept of virtual gravitational force is used to position the
nodes inside each annulus. The routing of nodes is enabled
through a ”data forwarding area,” where optimal paths are
selected for balanced energy consumption of nodes.

CH is selected based on generic utility function that repre-
sent degree of satisfaction in relation to consumed transmis-
sion power [25]. The utility function is formulated as a non-
cooperative game and its unique Nash equilibrium point is
determined, in terms of devices optimal transmission powers.
The proposed approach enables the devices of a cluster with
the support of the cluster-head to harvest and store energy in a
stable manner through Radio Frequency (RF) signals adopting
the wireless powered communication (WPC) paradigm, thus
prolonging the operation of the overall Machine to Machine
(M2M) network. Each M2M device is associated with a
generic utility function, which appropriately represents its

degree of satisfaction in relation to the consumed transmission
power. The overall combined communication interest among
the M2M devices is determined based on three factors, i.e.,
interest of interaction among the M2M devices regarding
the examined IoT application, physical proximity and energy
availability.

Node clustering is achieved by combined K-medoids that is
a machine learning algorithm with affinity propagation method
[26]. K-medoids technique is utilized to find number of clus-
ters and the optimal center of clusters. Modified K-medoids is
further utilized to for the topology of the network by iteration.
This method is better because traditional K-medoids method
applies homogenous clustering and convergence rate.

A clustering scheme based on k-mean clustering method
and selection of cluster head through fuzzy logic system is
provided in [31] that use genetic algorithm. Similarly, in
another work [32], the selection of optimal CH is performed by
firefly technique with cyclic randomization. The CH is selected
in order to make it closer to both base station and nodes. This
can help in reducing the time delay. A routing scheme based on
CH is proposed in [33] .The parameter used were the distance
variance, dual CH division and node democracy. It uses the
priority function for CH based on node position and remaining
energy.

Based on the theory of cell-based communication, a cell
based throughput optimization algorithm in Unmanned Air Ve-
hicle (UAV) swarm networking is proposed in [37]. Colors of
the edges of cells are used to optimize the routing schedule and
maximize the throughput from both directions. The authors of
the proposed algorithm shows performance improvement upto
90% for a specific time slot size.

Another work considered adjustable transmission range and
node relocation to repair the hot-spots created during the
data transmission process [12]. The algorithm uses cluster
overlapping area and the residual energy of nodes to select
a suitable node to relocate at coverage hole. A similar node
relocation technique is adopted to heal the coverage hole using
the multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO)
algorithm based on an adaptive grid [13]. The mobile nodes
are rechargeable and moved to optimal locations to meet full
target coverage. Subsets in clusters are proposed to jointly
handle the data transmission schedule, which helps to extend
the network lifetime [27].

CH-selection-messages overhead is considered and reduced
using Powell’s conjugate gradient method in [14]. This work
further uses mobile sinks for data collection to increase
network lifetime.

Fixed-area-based equal sized clusters are proposed in [24]
for network lifetime improvement. The authors of the work
propose deciding the cluster area and cluster members (CMs)
before the data transmission operation starts. Unlike a dynamic
clustering protocol, which changes their cluster size and num-
ber of CMs in every iteration, [24] suggests changing only the
CH based on the residual battery and the node degree (number
of connected neighbors of the node). The idea is promising but
needs improvement in cluster size optimization for clusters
near the BS due to the dual responsibilities of data collection
from their own cluster members and data forwarding of other
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CHs and BS.
Energy Efficient and Coverage-Guaranteed Unequal-Sized

Clustering (ECUC) [17] is another scheme based on adjust-
ing the size of clusters for optimizing network performance
in terms of network lifetime. ECUC protocol uses unequal
clustering with the BS positioned at center of the circular
region where the whole circular region is divided into equal-
sized circular sectors (also called corona); each sector is
further divided into an equal number of clusters. The major
drawback of this approach is the selection of an equal number
of clusters in every corona ignoring the requirement. However,
ECUC provided better performance as compared with other
protocols such as Distance-Based Segmentation (DBS) [21]
and Optimal Clustering in Circular Networks (OCCN) [22].
OCCN is based on same-size clusters with the assumption
that global positioning system (GPS) is configured on nodes
and the BS is location-aware and positioned at the center of
the circular region.

The idea of dividing the CH load for data collection and
relaying is proposed in Energy-Efficient LifeTime Maximiza-
tion (EELTM) approach [23], which utilizes the intelligent
techniques Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Fuzzy
Inference System (FIS) [23]. This technique determines the
optimal CH and relay nodes using fitness values determined
by the PSO technique. The selected CH only collects data
from its member nodes while the relay node is responsible for
forwarding this data to the BS. However, variable size clusters
are used in the technique without discussing their impact on
the overall network lifetime.

A simplified clustering and CH selection process based on
dynamic cluster radius and intersection region node division
scheme is proposed in Energy-balanced clustering routing
(EBCR) [18]. The model is optimized by analyzing cooper-
ation and competition among cluster heads. The inter-cluster
cooperative routing algorithm greatly improves the transmis-
sion efficiency between cluster heads.

A clustering and routing protocol based on the tradi-
tional cluster structure and hierarchical routing model using
a Markov game is proposed in [19]. The core idea is to
control the loop distance of each layer to adjust the relationship
between the amount of transmitted data, the transmit power
and the number of nodes. The average energy consumption
of the nodes in each layer is equal, so that the electrical
energy loss between the layers reaches an equilibrium, thereby
weakening the hot-spot effect and increasing the life of the
network. At the same time, in the inner layer of the same
level, in order to balance energy consumption, the Markov
game model is introduced, and the gain of the node is set to
be related to the residual energy of the node, and the possibility
of state transition of the sensing node is calculated.

Partitioning of clusters into zones and assigning CH respon-
sibility to the node having highest remaining energy and the
largest number of neighbors is proposed in [20]. Besides, the
zones of each cluster are divided into sub-zones to reduce the
energy consumption of the nodes located far from the CH. The
proposed protocol also supports multi-hop routing to transmit
data from nodes farther from the BS.

All these approaches address the hot-spot problem. In the

Fig. 1. Unequal Clustering

following section, unequal and fixed-area clusters are proposed
to increase network lifetime.

III. IMPROVED UNEQUAL-CLUSTERING AND ROUTING
PROTOCOL

The protocol presents an idea of clustering where CMs are
restricted to a defined clustering area. The network area is
divided in varying size circular regions, each called Corona
(Figure 1). The width of coronas decreases when moving
away from the BS. Each corona contains different number
of clusters. These fixed area clusters are calculated in such
a way that nodes closer to the BS form small area clusters,
i.e., the cluster size increases as the distance from the BS
increases. The clustering of nodes is performed based on a
fixed area that is defined using the transmission range of the
node. However, modern IoT devices have transmitters with
adjustable transmission range. A first-order radio model is
used in the protocol for calculating energy consumption during
the transmission and reception of data [24]. All variables and
notations used in the proposed protocol are provided in Table
I. The algorithm adopted in the protocol is represented as
flowchart in Figure 2.

First order radio model is considered during simulation
process. In first-order radio model [28]–[30], energy spent for
k-bit data transmission is given by:

Etx (K, d)=(Etx + Ed ∗ dn) ∗K (1)

where Etx is the energy dissipated in the transmission circuit
for a single bit, Ed is the single bit amplification energy, Ed ∗
dn is the energy dissipated for a single bit transmission over
a distance d, and n is the path loss exponent. The value of
n is 2 for free space and 4 for multi-path space. Thus, the
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total energy dissipated for transmission of the k-bit packet is
Etx(K, d).

Similarly, if Erx is the energy required to receive a single
bit, then the energy required to receive the K-bit packet is

Erx (K)=Erx ∗K (2)

The process is initiated when BS broadcast the position
information in overall network and the nodes in the network
receive this message. First circular corona is created by BS
based on minimum transmission range of nodes. Subsequently,
variable thickness coronas are created using equation 6. Radius
of each corona is calculated 6. The clustering process starts
from outermost corona using equation 7. This process defines
fixed clustering area. Before data transmission phase, each
node sets a backoff timer based on accumulative weight com-
puted using equation 16. The node with highest accumulative
weight will set the least timer value. As soon as, the timer
of a node expires, it broadcasts an Advertisement (ADV)
containing the node ID, corona ID and Area ID. On receiving
other nodes in the cluster, the stop their timer and send
Acknowledge (ACK) message with Node-ID, CH-ID, Corona
ID and Area ID. Once ACK received from all nodes, CH
broadcasts data transmission Time-Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) schedule among node. In next step, the CH sets
its forward node (another CH in inside Corona) for data
transmission (the details are given in Routing section (III-C).
Data is collected and transmitted to next CH in a round. In
next round, the CH is updated again and topology is updated
as well.

A. Setup Phase

First phase is setup phase. In equal area-sized clustering,
the nodes close to the BS expires earlier than farther nodes.
Therefore, we propose an unequal-sized clustering solution,
where the BS is positioned at the center of the overall network
area, and larger numbers of clusters are formed closer to
the BS and reduce as one moves away from the BS (Fig.
1). For formation of the clustering area, we make following
assumptions:

• Nodes are uniformly distributed and randomly located
inside the network area.

• Each circular region is called a corona. The number of
nodes in each corona is the same. The number of nodes
in each cluster in a corona is the same.

• Rn is the radius of corona n.
• R1 is the radius of the innermost circular area where
R1 < Trmin, and Trmin is the minimum transmission
range.
The area of each corona is conditioned such that

π(Rn)
2 − π(Rn−1)

2 = π(Rn−1)
2 (3)

Solving for Rn,

(Rn)
2 = (Rn−1)

2 + (Rn−1)
2 (4)

(Rn)
2 = 2(Rn−1)

2 (5)

TABLE I
VARIABLES AND DEFINITIONS FOR IUCR PROTOCOL

Variable Definitions
Rn The radius of corona n
R1 The radius of the innermost circular area
Trmin The minimum transmission range
Trd The data transmission range
α Computed factor between two corona
Rmax The maximum radius
NCn The number of clusters
ACn The area of a corona n
An The area of the outer corona
Wc Combined weight of candidate CH
Wm The maximum accumulative weight
β The weight of residual battery
γ The weight of node degree
δ Centrality weight
B The residual battery of node
C The centrality value of cluster
D The degree of node
T Back-off timer of a node
F (x) forward nodes of the node(x)
B(x) Backward nodes of the node(x)
NF Number of forward nodes
NB Number of backward nodes

Fig. 2. The flowchart of the IUCR scheme phases
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Rn = Rn−1.α (6)

where α =
√
2

Thus, knowing the maximum radius, Rmax of the corona,
the BS calculates area of every corona. The next step is un-
equal clustering. For this, knowing the Rmax of the outermost
sector, the number of clusters, NCn can be calculated as:

NCn =
2πRmax

Trmin
(7)

This NCn also serves as the lower bound on the number
of clusters and represents the minimum number of clusters in
the outermost (nth) corona. Moving from outwards to inside
towards the BS, the number of clusters can be calculated as:

NCn−1 = NCn.α (8)

Thus, the innermost corona have the highest number of
clusters (upper-bound). The area of a corona n, ACn, can
be calculated as:

ACn = An −An−1 (9)

where An is the area of the outer corona and n > 1. Given
the radii of the outer corona, An and the area of inner corona,
An−1, the area of a corona n can be calculated as follows:

ACn = π(R2
n −R2

n−1) (10)

where, Rn is the radius of the outer corona and Rn−1 is
the radius of the inner corona.

1) CH Probabilities: According to IUCR protocol, the CH
will be selected based on three conditions when its timer
expires. These are as follows:

• The accumulative weight of node(x) is greater than the
weight of all other candidate nodes in the cluster.

• node(x) must have at least one forward node (u), which
also acts as the backward node of node(x). For node(u)
to be selected as the forward node of node(x), the
probability is∏

u

[
1− P (x, u)

]
∩ u ∈ F (x) (11)

where F (x) are the forward nodes of node(x). When
node(x) is the only CH that forwards data to node(u),
the probability can be written as follows:

P (x) =
[
1−
∏
u

(1−P (x, u))
]
∩u ∈ F (x), A(x) 6= A(u)

(12)
where, P (x, u) = PCH(u).P (F (x)).

• If there is no backward node for node(x), it means that
the corona of node(x) is the last corona. The equation of
node(x) that is to be CH can then be written as follows:

PCH(x) = P (x,m) ∩NB(x) = 0 ∩NF (x) 6= 0 (13)

where, P (x,m) = PCH(m).P (EQUAL(x)) and m is

TABLE II
NETWORK PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Units
Number of nodes 100, 300

Initial energy 1.0 Joules
Area of Network R = 50-200 meters

Min Transmission range Trmin 50 meters
Packet size 2000 Bits

Control packet length 200 Bits
Transmitter energy T x 50 nJ/bit/m2

Receiver energy Rx 50 nJ/bit/m2

Data aggregation energy 5 nJ/bit/m2

Transmit amplifier (free space) 100 nJ
Transmit amplifier (multipath) 0.0013 nJ

the equal node of node(x) within the same corona but a
different cluster.

The number of forward nodes of node(x) can be determined
by knowing the data transmission range, Trd of node. Let n
be the current corona and n − 1 is the next corona having
forwards nodes, ui. The number of forward nodes NF (x) of
the node(x) can be determined as follows:

NF (x) = d(x, ui) < Trd ∩ ∀ui ∈ A(n− 1) ∩ i = (1, 2, ...n)
(14)

where d(x, u) is the distance between node x and u, where
i is the number of nodes in the corona.

Similarly, the number of backward nodes NB of corona
A(n) can be calculated if the current corona is n and the next
corona away from the BS is n+1. The number of backwards
nodes NB(x) for node x can be calculated as follows:

NB(x) = d(x, vi) < Trd ∩ ∀vi ∈ A(n+ 1) ∩ i = (1, 2, ...n)
(15)

where d(x, v) is the distance between node x and v.
2) Cluster-Head Selection: CHs will be selected based on

the accumulative weights of three different but related param-
eters of nodes. These parameters are as follows:

• Residual Battery: The residual battery of a node. The
higher the residual battery values, the higher will be the
weight of this factor.

• Node Degree: How many nodes are in the range of the
node outside the cluster boundary. This parameter ensures
the availability of the next hop neighbor for fail-over
proof routing [24]. Higher degrees have higher weights
and vice versa.

• Node Centrality: Nodes in clusters are positioned at
random positions. However, the locations of these nodes
are already known by the BS. Based on the position of
nodes, the central position of the nodes can be calculated
by averaging the x and y coordinates of all the nodes in
the cluster. The nodes close to this centroid have a high
centrality value, C while nodes away from the centroid
have a low centrality value. For simplicity, the closest
node has the value 1 and the farthest node has the value
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0.
Selection of a CH close to the central position in the
cluster reduces the overall distance that the member nodes
have to send data to the BS and therefore, also reduces
the data transmission energy.

The equation for weight is as follows:

Wc = β.

(
Bmax −B
Bmax

)
+ γ.

(
Dmax −D
Dmax

)
+ δ.C (16)

where, β + γ + δ = 1, β is the weight of the residual battery,
γ is the weight of node degree and δ is centrality weight based
on the distance from the center of the nodes in the cluster. B
is the residual battery of the node, C is the centrality value
and D is the degree of node, which decreases after every data
transmission round due to the connected nodes dying out.

Let Wm be the maximum accumulative weight any node
can have. This can be defined as follows:

Wm = (β.Bmax + γ.Dmax + δ.C) (17)

where Bmax is the maximum battery of a node, Dmax is
the maximum degree a node and C is the centrality value of
a node.
T is the time set for every node in a cluster with the value

(Wc). The node with highest value of residual battery, degree
and centrality will get its timer, T , zero first and sends an
advertisement message (ADV) in the minimum transmission
range, Trmin. This ADV message contains (CH-ID, corona
ID, Area ID). On receiving the message, all candidate nodes
will stop their timer and send back an ACK message with
(Node ID, CH-ID, corona ID, Area ID). On receiving the
ACK message from cluster members, the CH broadcasts a
TDMA schedule containing the node IDs and their time slot.
On receiving this message, the CMs sleep until its time slot.

B. Network Topology Generation
The development of network topology is initiated by the BS.

The traffic flow direction is implicitly defined by maintaining
the number of hop counts towards the BS from the node. In
the routing table at each node, only the forward nodes towards
the BS are selected. A simple topology generated by the BS
for the network is shown in Figure 1.

In the first step, one-hop neighbor is initiated by the BS.
This includes CH nodes 1, 2 and 3. Each CH maintains a
routing table indicating its forward and backward nodes. The
cumulative routing table is given in Table III.

In the next phase, each node in Corona (2) sends a route
update message to BS. The nodes in Corona (2) select nodes
(1,2 and 3) as their forward nodes and node 6 as their
backward node (Table IV).

Similarly, node 6 in Corona (n) select as their forward
nodes nodes 4 and 5. Each node maintains its routing table
for forward and backward nodes. It sends an update message
in case of a change in the CH in any corona (Table V).

After CH selection and network topology generation, route
discovery and selection are performed in the third step. The
objective of this step is to provide an optimized path for data

transmission from source to sink considering load balancing,
fail-over and energy-efficient scenarios. During selection, the
path with the least energy consumption is preferred. From
source to the BS, intermediate CHs act as relay nodes.
We assume relaying energy as zero to achieve accurate and
general results that consider all different types of nodes. This
assumption can later be relaxed because relaying only requires
the forwarding of packets from one node to the next node
based on the routing table.

C. Routing
The scenario of routing is described in Figure 1. Initially,

BS broadcast route update message to all clusters in Corona
1. On receiving the messages, all the nodes in Corona 1 set
the BS as its forward node and broadcast the message in their
data transmission range Trmin. The node in Corona 2, on
receiving the messages from the nodes in Corona 1, set these
nodes as their forward nodes. Corona 1 nodes send back the
ACK message in Trmin and set the nodes in Corona 2 as their
backward nodes. This process is continued until all the nodes
in the different areas have set their forward and backward
nodes. Corona 1, 2 and n are shown in Figure 1 where Corona
1 is shown with three clusters, Corona 2 with 2 clusters and
Corona n with one cluster.

TABLE III
INITIALIZATION OF NETWORK TOPOLOGY: STEP 1

ID Forward Backward Equal Hop-count
1 BS 4,5 2,3 1
2 BS 4,5 1,3 1
3 BS 4,5 1,2 1

TABLE IV
INITIALIZATION OF THE NETWORK TOPOLOGY: STEP 2

ID Forward Backward Equal Hop-count
4 1,2 6 5 2
5 2,3 6 4 2

TABLE V
INITIALIZATION OF THE NETWORK TOPOLOGY: STEP 3

ID Forward Backward Equal Hop-count
6 4,5 Nil Nil 3

IV. RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of IUCR scheme, numerical
simulation experiments are carried out in Matlab (Table II).
The performance of the protocol is evaluated in terms of
network lifetime and total energy consumption. For the exper-
iment, the weight of the residual battery (β), node degree (γ)
and node centrality (δ) are set at 0.5, 0.3 and 0.2, respectively.
However, these weights are flexible and can be tested for dif-
ferent network topologies. Furthermore, ECUC [17], EELTM
[23] and OCCN [22] are considered as benchmarks against the
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Fig. 3. Total energy consumption of network

Fig. 4. Network lifetime under two different network area

proposed IUCR protocol. All of these protocols are state-of-
the-art works that have been published in last three years in
key journals in the domain. These protocols consider unequal
clustering with deployment of nodes in a circular area and BS
positioned at the center of the area. ECUC utilizes variable size
clustering to optimize the network lifetime, whereas IUCR is
based on fixed-area unequal clustering. Both consider circular
regions for their network topology. IUCR provides fail-over
proof routing by providing alternate routing paths towards the
BS, whereas ECUC provides a single routing path during a
given round. EELTM [23] proposed increasing lifetime by
dividing the CH load into data collection and data relaying
into two nodes. Performance comparison of all protocols is
provided in the following sections.

A. Total Network Energy Consumption
This section discusses the impact on energy consumption

on networking with the IUCR protocol. Measurement is
taken to show how IUCR reduces the overall network energy
consumption, which ultimately results in improved network
lifetime. Total energy consumption is defined as the difference
between the total initial energy of all nodes in the network
and the final energy level of the network that is left in all
nodes. A comparison of total energy consumption in network
versus rounds in four different protocols is shown in Figure
3. IUCR reduces the overall energy consumption by 50% as
compared to ECUC [17], 33% as compared with OCCN [22]
and 28% as compared with EELTM [23]. This is because in
the ECUC scheme,the same pattern of clusters is formed due
to equal clustering. This increases the routing overhead on the
nodes closer to the BS. EELTM [23] is based on variable size
clusters with different responsibilities of data collection and
data forwarding nodes in the cluster. IUCR distributes the data
forwarding responsibility more to the nodes closer to the BS.
This responsibility gradually distributes into forwarding and
collection as one moves away from the BS. The innermost
clusters are formed with a data-forwarding centric approach,
where each cluster has a few cluster members and a CH that
acts primarily as the data forwarder. The outermost cluster
has a larger number of nodes, where the BS serves as the
data collector. Equal cluster size results in an imbalance in
the energy consumption during inter-cluster communications
and can cause an increase in the energy consumption of the
network.

B. Network Lifetime
In this section, a simulation experiment has been done to

evaluate the network lifetime. The network lifetime is defined
as the time when the first CH exhausts its battery. Figure
4 shows the plotted network lifetime in terms of rounds
in two different schemes under two different scenarios. The
simulation results show that the IUCR scheme outperforms
ECUC as it has a longer network lifetime by 58% in small
networks and 33% in large networks. Similarly, IUCR has
110% longer network lifetime for small networks and 80%
longer network lifetime for larger networks as compared with
OCCN [22].

In addition, in cluster-based schemes, a significant amount
of energy is consumed by CHs. Clearly, increasing the number
of clusters leads to an increase in the energy consumption
of the network. However, IUCR used fixed area clustering
principle [24] where only the nodes inside a specific region
are considered as candidate nodes and CH selection process
is straightforward. Another major difference between the two
protocols is use of energy balance among nodes for data
collection and forwarding. IUCR tends to distribute energy
equally using unequal clustering and therefore, achieves rela-
tively higher overall network lifetime.

C. Node Density and Network Lifetime
Furthermore, the network lifetime increases in all four

schemes under small networks. This is because decreasing the
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Fig. 5. Network lifetime under different number of nodes

size of networks leads to decreased distance between nodes
and CHs, resulting in reducing the energy consumption of
CHs and improving the network lifetime. Likewise, Figure 5
shows the lifetime of network of three schemes in low and
high density scenarios. As can be seen, the network lifetime
increases in all two schemes under low density network
scenario. It stems from decreasing the number of member
nodes in the low density network, which leads to a decrease
in the energy consumption of CHs and enhances the network
performance and lifetime.

Figure 6 shows the optimal number of clusters in the
case of increasing number of nodes. The optimal number
increases with an increase in the number of nodes from 100
to 450. This is because ECUC reduces the cluster size and
keeps a fixed number of nodes inside a cluster. Increasing the
number of nodes increases energy consumption in the cluster.
Thus, increasing the number of nodes increases the number
of clusters. The number of sectors increases as the number
of nodes increases. Consequently, constructing small clusters
leads to decreased distances between CMs and CHs, which
results in decreased energy consumption. The IUCR protocol
is based on unequal clustering strategy, where BS is positioned
at the center of area and clustering areas are formed in circular
format. The width of corona varies while maintaining the same
number of nodes in all coronas. IUCR divides the circular area
based on unequal area size strategy from outwards to inwards
in the area to make sure there is balanced energy distribution
among the nodes. Therefore, the number of clusters remains
the same in the IUCR with an increasing number of nodes.

D. Energy Consumption Reduction Ratio (ECRR)
ECRR is the ratio that determines the reduction in energy

consumption before and after applying the techniques. The
purpose of measuring the ECRR is to show the improvement
of ECUC in terms of increasing the influence of clustering on
reducing the energy.

ECRR =
EnergyConsumedAfterClustering

EnergyConsumedBeforeClustering
(18)

Fig. 6. Optimal Number of Clusters with different Number of Nodes

For ECUC protocols, the number of clusters varies with
number of nodes. In this case, ECRR is a measure that pro-
vides the impact on energy consumption during the clustering
process in the IUCR, ECUC and OCCN protocols. The IUCR
protocol is based on fixed-area clusters and the number of
nodes decreases with time, while ECUC is based on dynamic
clustering, where cluster size varies but tends to keep the
number of nodes the same. OCCN performs dynamic unequal
clustering. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the ECUC, OCCN
and IUCR protocols in terms of ECRR values in different
rounds during the clustering process.

At 200 rounds, 12% less energy is consumed in the IUCR
protocol as compared with the ECUC protocol and 28% less
energy is consumed as compared with OCCN. However, the
adoption of dynamic and static clustering strategies in both
protocols did not improve ECRR significantly. In ECUC, the
energy saved due to the smaller cluster size was exhausted in
the process of dynamic clustering itself. Similarly, the energy
saved in the IUCR protocol due to fixed-area clustering is
consumed on serving larger numbers of CMs. The purpose of
unequal clustering mechanisms is to reduce the network energy
consumption after applying the clustering process. IUCR sig-
nificantly improves the energy performance by adopting fixed-
area and unequal clustering.

E. Execution Time and Throughput

The execution time is calculated for circular region of radius
100 meter, 200 meters and 400 meters. The initial energy of
nodes is selected to be 0.25 joules, 0.5 Joules and 1.0 Joules.
It can be seen from the results (tables VI,VII,VIII) that the
execution time for different network sizes is same but number
of packets reaching to BS reduces with increase in area size.
The reason is the depletion of energy of intermediate nodes
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Fig. 7. Energy Consumption Reduction Ratio.

and finding alternative paths to reach the BS. Also increasing
the size of network increase number of hop counts to BS.

For given radius of 100 meter, number of packets reaching
to BS is shown in the table (IX) for different values of initial
energy of nodes. Energy consumed for sending the data from
CH to BS is also provided. It can be seen that very less energy
is consumed for data transmission and most of the energy is
utilized for management activity of the clustering and routing.

TABLE VI
EXECUTION TIME (RADIUS = 100 METERS)

Init Energy Execution Time (seconds) Rounds Packets
0.25 190 1874 36326
0.5 390 3651 70801
1.0 660 6451 144730

TABLE VII
EXECUTION TIME (RADIUS = 200 METERS)

Init Energy Execution Time (seconds) Rounds Packets
0.25 190 1840 26295
0.5 360 3517 60897
1.0 780 7415 122702

F. Routing Performance
The IUCR protocol addresses clustering and routing as

interlinked issues. The performance of routing in the IUCR
protocol is compared with the O-LEACH [28], DL-LEACH
[29] and BPA-CRP [30] protocols. The number of connected
nodes, network lifetime and energy consumption performance
are used as evaluation parameters. The radius of area is
50meters and 0.5 Joules as the initial energy of all nodes.

Fig. 8. Transmission range and number of clusters (Radius =
50meter,Rmax = 50meter)

TABLE VIII
EXECUTION TIME (RADIUS = 400 METERS)

Init Energy Execution Time (seconds) Rounds Packets
0.25 120 1125 11126
0.5 470 3321 22091
1.0 925 6371 44842

The number of clusters formed is based on the transmission
range of the nodes. For smaller transmission ranges, although
JCR performs better than IUCR, the results are comparable.
However, for a given radius of 50m, IUCR is flexible in
creating clusters according to the transmission range, while
JCR fails to do that and still creates more clusters (Fig. 8).
JCR does not adjust the number of clusters when Trmin is
more than 30 m, while IUCR succeeds in efficiently adjusting
to larger transmission ranges.

The average hop count to the sink node is another measure.
We compare the average hop count to sink between JCR and
IUCR. As the transmission range of nodes increases from 20m
to 50m with radius of area is 50meters, the average hop count
of both protocols demonstrates comparable variation (Fig. 9).
When T r ranges from 20m to 50m, the average hop count
of the CHs increases from 2.64 to 2.76 for the JCR protocol,
where it decreases from 2.5 to 1.3 hops. This is because the
IUCR protocol is adaptive to variable transmission ranges and
produces an optimized clustering area. This proves that the
transmission path generated by IUCR is more efficient than
JCR, and the advantage is greater when T r is larger.

The number of connected nodes is compared in Fig. 10. The
number of connected nodes in every round is 100 percent for
IUCR, close to 100 percent for O-LEACH and 90-95 percent
for BPA-CRP. The reason is that the transmission range of
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Fig. 9. Average hop count to the sink node (Radius = 50meter)

TABLE IX
THROUGHPUT AND NETWORK LIFETIME (TRANSMISSION RANGE = 50

M)

Init Energy Energy Consumed (Joules) Packets Rounds
0.25 0.00055 35638 504
0.5 0.000123 70618 998
1.0 0.0016275 115374 1607

every cluster is fixed, and all nodes within the cluster are
covered within the range. However, in O-LEACH, due to
gateway nodes, not only the network lifetime decrease but
some nodes also remain disconnected. Since O-LEACH is
specifically designed for the purpose of minimizing discon-
nected nodes, it achieves good connected node results.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed protocol presented clustering and routing as
unified problems for circular area networks. The protocol
considered the BS at the center of the circular region and
cluster-members are distributed around it. Major contributions
of this work includes introduction of fixed-area based clusters
using an unequal clustering method and uniformly distributing
clustering and routing responsibility among all nodes in the
network. The technique showed significant performance gain
in terms of network life time by 58% and 110% respectively
on comparing with ECUC and OCCN protocols. Furthermore,
the approach exhibits a reduction in energy consumption by
50% and 33% as compared with ECUC and OCCN. IUCR
protocol considered fixed weights of three different weighing
parameters for CH selection. The work can further be extended
by selecting different weights of CH selection parameters and
selecting optimal accumulative weights based on the network
area and number of nodes.

Fig. 10. Number of connected nodes (Radius = 50meter)
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